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Senate Republicans in Madison go after the little guy while CEOs and wealthy business
owners walk free says Hansen. Introduces amendment to hold all to same standard.

  

  

MADISON - State Senator Dave Hansen (D-Green Bay) said Tuesday that when it comes to
punishing those who commit fraud against Wisconsin taxpayers Senate Republicans are only
interested in going after the little guy.

  

“Fraud is fraud.  It doesn’t matter if the person committing it is rich or poor. Both should be held
accountable for their actions.  Senate Republicans had a chance tonight to hold CEOs and
wealthy business owners who commit fraud applying for taxpayer economic assistance to the
same standard as people who commit unemployment fraud but they chose not to,” said Hansen.

  

Hansen introduced an amendment that would subject business owners and CEOs to the same
standard as a person who commits fraud in applying for unemployment benefits but Senate
Republicans rejected the amendment on a party-line vote.

  

“The system is rigged in favor of the rich and powerful in this state.  Whether it’s the
Trump/Ryan tax bill that gives more of our money to wealthy corporations, Walker’s $4 billion
dollar plus giveaway to Chinese-based Foxconn or what we saw here tonight when they voted
against punishing rich CEOs and owners who commit corporate welfare fraud, the system is
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rigged against average folks.”

  

“Thanks to Governor Walker and Senate Republicans there are two sets of rules:  one for the
rich and one for everybody else.”
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